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Pallas Cat Common Name: Manul
(a.k.a. Pallas’s Cat)Kingdom:
AnimaliaPhylum: Chordata
(Vertebrata)Class: MammaliaOrder:
CarnivoraFamily: FelidaeGenus:
Felinae. A history of the Traditional
Siamese Cat from the late 1700s
to present, including legends.
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A history of the Traditional Siamese Cat from the late 1700s to present, including legends. On the arid steppes of Asia lives an elusive and noble feline. The
Pallas' Cat, also known as the manul, is a stocky, solitary animal around the same size. Mokave Jag Cats has top-quality, exotic hybrid cats for sale. These rare
and unusual designer cats are similar to Bengals, Savannahs, Chausies, Toygers, Desert Lynx.
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